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Abstract: PretopoLib (http://pretopolib.complexica.net/) is a library of data types and algorithms based on pretopology theory. Its interest is its data structures representing mathematical relations and neighborhood definitions. The main features of the library are a clear separation of computation and visualization, efficient sets data types, and its ease of use to build model or application prototypes in the complex systems simulation framework.

1 Introduction

Modeling complex networks is a complicated task. However, this is very important to find appropriate models to analyze the structure and the dynamics of these networks, as there are lots of scientific domains in which they are involved, like social sciences for instance [Laz98]. Nowadays, there are some existing models, but there are not conclusive to represent all the dynamics of complex networks, as exposed in one of our previous work [LB07].

To model complex networks, we propose pretopology theory which is a mathematical modeling tool for the concept of proximity. It provides the powerful tools for the structure analysis and classification. It ensures the follow-up of the process’s development of dilation, alliance, pseudoclosure, closed subset, acceptability.

On one hand, some authors with graph theory have provide a large amount of algorithms, while on the other hand nearly nothing exists in pretopology. Some works and programs have been done, but only for specific purposes, never in a general way [LB02] [LKL07]. To build and implement models for specific problems, if researchers start from scratch each time they want to build a pretopological application, tools developed cannot be reused for further purposes. Starting from these observations, it is clear that a need for a standard library with the data structures and algorithms of pretopology theory exists and can be used for different kinds of networks like in social sciences.

We started the project *PretopoLib* to build a small, but growing library of data types and algorithms in a form which allows them to be used by non-experts and to elaborate simulations using pretopology. This library is split into two distinct parts:

- the process engine
• the visualization part

This library can be used to develop models prototypes for researchers familiar with pre-topology concepts, but also as a teaching tool useful for students. We are able to graphically represent networks differently compared to actual graphs visualizations and new results on known structures taken from the web communities like emails, forums or blogs. This paper presents our contribution with the realisation of the library which main features are:

• Data types and data structures based on pretopology entities. The data types currently available are set, element, relation between singletons, link, and ball. The most difficult decision which we faced, was the choice of implementation for sets. For the efficiency of many data structures it is crucial that some operations may have one of the best possible complexity.

• Ease of use and portability: PretopoLib is written in JAVA. All data types and algorithms are stored in a JAR library. All examples given in this paper show their executable codes.

• A visualization module easy to set up for quick rendering application based on the Prefuse package (http://www.prefuse.org) for fast and good visual rendering, and JUNG (http://jung.sourceforge.net/) for a more configurable display.

This paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we introduce pretopology theory concepts, in section 3, we explain which data structures we used in the library, in section 4, we show how visualization is set and we end on the section 5 by samples applications followed by a conclusion.

2 Pretopology Concepts

Pretopology permits to define what is a complex network in a general way, providing a specification for elements, groups of elements and their evolution to model the dynamics of the network. We introduce in this section pretopology concepts basing our network analysis on the question what is the definition of a network with a pretopological approach (cf. [DV94]).

Let us consider a non-empty finite set $E$, and $\mathcal{P}(E)$ which designates all of the subsets of $E$. 
2.1 Pretopological space

**Definition 1** A pretopological space is a pair \((E, a)\) where \(a\) is a map \(a(.) : \mathcal{P}(E) \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(E)\) named pseudo-closure (Fig. 1) and defined as follows: \(\forall A, A \subseteq E\) the pseudo-closure of \(A\), \(a(A) \subseteq E\) such that:

- \(a(\emptyset) = \emptyset\) \((P_1)\)
- \(A \subseteq a(A)\) \((P_2)\)

The pseudo-closure is associated to the dilation process. Thus, \(a(.)\) can be applied on a set \(A\) in sequence, to model expansions: \(A \subset a(A) \subset a^2(A) \subset \ldots\). That means we could follow the process step by step. Using the pseudoclosure, we model the proximity concept, very useful for aggregation process and to define the neighbourhood of a set or of an element.

![Figure 1: Pseudoclosure of A.](image)

Pretopology theory defines several space types associated to a corpus of known results [Bel93], and the library implements some of these results as a set of basic operations.

2.2 \(\mathcal{V}\) Pretopological space

**Definition 2** A \(\mathcal{V}\) pretopological space \((E, a)\) is defined by:

- \(\forall A, B, A \subseteq E, B \subseteq E\) and \(A \subset B\) then \(a(A) \subset a(B)\)

This type of space is very powerful to describe complex properties but is based on weak assumptions.

2.3 \(\mathcal{V}_D\) Pretopological space

**Definition 3** A \(\mathcal{V}_D\) pretopological space \((E, a)\) is defined by: \(\forall A, B, A \subseteq E, B \subseteq E\)

\[a(A \cup B) = a(A) \cup a(B)\]
Concerning the space properties, the library propose a generic framework letting the possibility for the user to redefine all characteristics space.

### 2.4 $\mathcal{VS}$ Pretopological space

**Definition 4** A $\mathcal{VS}$ pretopological space $(E, a)$ is defined by:

$$\forall A, A \subseteq E, a(A) = \bigcup_{x \in A} a(\{x\})$$

The library can be optimized depending of the space used, especially for $\mathcal{VS}$ pretopological space which is finite.

When transformation doesn’t evolve anymore, we obtain closure, which is mainly used by classification algorithms.

### 2.5 Closure

**Definition 5** $A \in P(E)$ is closed if and only if: $A = a(A)$

The closure of $A \in P(E)$ is the smallest closed subset containing $A$, noted $F(A)$ or $F_A$.

In pretopology, spaces can be of different natures: metric, binary, or valued.

#### 2.5.1 Metric space

$E$ has a metric, and a closed ball with a center $x$ and a radius $r$ is defined as follows:

$$B(x, r) = \{y \in E, d(x, y) \leq r\}$$

Pseudoclosure is defined on $E$:

$$\forall A \in \mathcal{P}(E), a(A) = \{x \in E, B(x, r) \cap A \neq \emptyset\}$$

#### 2.5.2 Binary space

Elements of $E$ are linked by $n$ binary reflexives relations $R_i$ with $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$.

$$\forall i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}, R_i(x) = \{y \in E, xR_i y\}$$

Pseudoclosure is defined on $E$:

$$\forall A \in \mathcal{P}(E), a(A) = \{x \in E, \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} R_i(x) \cap A \neq \emptyset\}$$
2.5.3 Valued space

Elements of $E$ are linked by valued relations (graph theory extension). Let $v: E \times E \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$, $(x, y) \rightarrow v(x, y)$.

Pseudoclosure is defined on $E$:

$$\forall A \in \mathcal{P}(E), a(A) = \{y \in E - A, \sum_{x \in A} v(x, y) \geq s\} \cup A$$

2.6 Network definition

In this paper, we focus on complex networks. In pretopology, we can define a network as a family of pretopologies on a given set $E$ [DV94].

**Definition 6** Let $X$ be a set.

Let $I$ a countable family of indexes.

Let $\{a_i, i \in I\}$ a family of pretopologies on $X$.

The family of pretopological spaces $\{(X, a_i), i \in I\}$ defines a network on $X$.

3 Data Types

Having introduced network formalism with pretopology, we propose to implement this framework which can be compared to graph theory (like LEDA [MN89]).

PretopoLib is written in JAVA language which is using a virtual machine to launch program, so we don’t have to recompiled code to pass from one OS platform to another (like passing from Windows to Linux or MacOS). JAVA provides data abstraction, object based programming, operator overloading and many other features suitable for implementing data types. For details on the JAVA language see Sun documentation or a book like *Thinking in Java* [Eck98].

A significant improvement would result, if data types we provide were made available as “package” by some users and could then be reused by others. Of course, this requires to specify the properties of the data type independently of the implementation. The package PretopoNotions deals with the processing part and PretopoVisual is used for the visual part, which be discussed in next section. Let us describe the PretopoLib specifications of the data types PretopoEdges and PretopoSpace just after giving some explanations on set implementation.
3.1 Set Implementation

There are several implementations of mathematical sets. It depends which efficiency the user wants to highlight. If one is interested in searching elements, he should order his structure. If the operation 'add' or 'contains' are needed to be efficient, ordering is not necessary and one should think about hash tables. In JAVA, the interface Set allows the programmer to choose its favorite implementation (LinkedHashSet, TreeSet, etc.). We choose an efficient data structure called HashSet based on a hash table (HashMap).

In the table 3.1, operations costs in the worst case are detailed. All elements are unordered and have to be unique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>List</th>
<th>HashTable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>contains</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equals</td>
<td>$O(n^2)$</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intersection</td>
<td>$O(n^2)$</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>union</td>
<td>$O(n^2)$</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subtract</td>
<td>$O(n^2)$</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isSubset</td>
<td>$O(n^2)$</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Simple operations costs.

As shown in the table 3.1, for all operations, the gain of complexity is appreciable, which is quite important on large datasets. Note that the $O(1)$ complexity is amortized: if the hashtable is full, its size is doubled which costs $n$ operations for instance. As this kind of situation doesn’t appear often, a standard operation cost is constant.

3.2 PretopoEdges

This class represents all the possible relations of a pretopological space. It contains a set of relations, which can be of different type (metric, valued, or binary). It contains a hashtable of all the relations between the elements of a pretopological space. A relation object defines all the links between the elements and more important, it defines the neighbourhood function used for building the pseudoclosure process. In listing 1, we first build a binary relation, then another relation which is valued and a last one which is metric.

Listing 1: Creating a binary, a valued and a metric relation.

```java
1 // creating a binary relation
2 Relation r = new Relation("binary");
3 r.addLink(elt_c, elt_d);
4 r.addLink(elt_e, elt_d);
5 r.addSymLink(elt_c, elt_a);
6 r.addLink(elt_b, elt_a);
```
In line (2), a binary relation is created, which is the basic relation class. From line (3) to (6), links are added (like a graph) between elements, sometimes in an oriented way \texttt{addLink(source, target)} and sometimes in an unoriented way \texttt{addSymLink(source, target)}.

In line (9), a valued relation is created, and from line (10) to line (12), valued links are added. In line (15), a metric relation is created. Note that no links are used for this last relation because it’s using directly the coordinates of each elements to know if they are close each other or not (with a given radius using ball concept).

The neighbourhood function is implemented in \texttt{Relation} class. Here is how a neighbourhood function like $R(x) = y \in E, xRy$ is coded into the \texttt{Relation} class.

Listing 2: Sample of an implemented neighbourhood function.

```java
public boolean NeighFunction(X elt, Set<X> A) {
    boolean b=false;
    HashMap<X,HashMap> Nelt=rel_list.get(elt); // neighbours of elt
    if (Nelt!=null) // if elt has neighbours
    {
        Iterator<X> itr=Nelt.keySet().iterator();
        while (itr.hasNext() && !b)
        {
            X nelt=itr.next();
            if (A.contains(nelt))
                b=true;
        }
    }
    return b;
}
```

The listing 2 shows how the algorithm is working for a simple binary relation. An element is in the pseudoclosure of $A$ if at least one of its neighbours is included in $A$. We examine the table of list of links between the element given in parameter (line (5)) and checks if the tested element has a link with an element of $A$, the set on which we are applying the
pseudoclosure. It returns true if the element actually is into the neighbourhood of A, false else.

### 3.3 PretopoSpace

This class represents the pretopological space itself. It is composed of a set of elements and a set of relations. It contains the pseudoclosure method and all the algorithms which are relying on it, like closure or open set. Three types of pretopological spaces are usually manipulated. By default, binary space, valued space and metric space are supported. One of the fundamental operation in the library is the pseudoclosure.

Listing 3: Part of the pseudoclosure code concerning the valued space type.

```java
public Set<X> pseudoclosure(Set<X> set, String rel_label, R param)
{
    Set<X> pseudoCset=new HashSet(set);
    Set<X> E=new HashSet(Nodes);
    E.removeAll(set);
    
    if(param.getClass().equals(Double.class)) // valued relations space
    {
        RelationV r=(RelationV) Relations.getRelation(rel_label);
        Iterator<X> itr=E.iterator();
        for(X elt : E)
        {
            if(r.NeighbFunction(elt,set,(Double)param))
                pseudoCset.add(elt);
        }
    }

    return pseudoCset;
}
```

In the listing 3, we can see the generic overload flexibility of the implementation. It takes three input parameters: the set on which we want to apply the pseudoclosure, the name of the relation, and a parameter used for the neighbourhood function. In this listing, only the part about the valued space is given as example. On line(12), we extract the desired relation, and we look through E the elements which are neighbours of the given set (lines(13) to (19)). Finally, it returns the set representing the pseudoclosure of the given set line(23). They are several interesting characteristics with the library implementation:

- It is possible to constitute neighbourhoods with groups (relation type \(xRA\) or \(ARB\)).
• Inter-relations can be visualized.
• User can interact by manipulating elements and groups.

4 Visualization

The Visualization Part is based on Prefuse and JUNG: it has shown some very good visual rendering results. Being used to represent graphs, it also allows us to represent convex polygons that we use to represent sets.

![Visualization sample with prefuse (left) and JUNG (right).](image)

To display a pretopological space, we have to use the object `PretopoVisualization`. One can see how to make a display window into a `JPanel` JAVA structure (display window).

Listing 4: Building of a visualization.

```java
PretopoVisualization pv = new PretopoVisualization(ps.getNodeSet(), rel, PretopoVisualization.NORMAL);
jPanelDisplay.add(pv);
```

In listing 4 line(1) the PretopoVisualization object is created based on the set $E$ of the pretopological space, a list of relations and a constant allowing the user to choose the type of visualization:

• **NORMAL**: Standard radial view
• **GRID**: Grid view
• **RANDOM**: Random view
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- **FIXED**: Fix the elements using their coordinates

Line (4), we only have to add the PretopoVisualization object to a JPanel for displaying it. The figure 2 shows an example of display.

Useful functions are incorporated into PretopoVisualization class:
- `void hidelinks()` hides links between elements.
- `void showlinks()` shows links between elements.
- `void rearrange_display(int type)` rearranges display view with a chosen type: NORMAL, GRID, RANDOM, or FIXED.
- `void resetgroup()` remove all the visual sets.
- `void setgroup(Set group_nodes, int igrp)` creates a visual set of elements using a palette color.

5 **Examples of application**

To illustrate the use of our library, let us consider two samples of data. The first is about a community of monks studied by the sociologist Samuel F. Sampson [Sam68], who described the various social relations among the novices who were preparing to enter the clerical orders. Although small, this network has a large number of different relationships, which enable us to test the various features of our tool. The second sample, from Valdis Krebs (http://www.orgnet.com/) concerns the Web which is describing a network of books on American policy sold on Amazon.com. The relationship between books represent co-purchase done by the same customers, as indicated on the site by “people who bought this product also purchased.”

The results in Fig. 2 show a pseudoclosure on an element (in this case AMBROSE.9), with green relations representing friendship and red relations representing esteem. Here, the threshold of the neighbourhood is set in such a way that only those who have the greater esteem and friendship are concerned. Regardless of relations, the final set which is the pseudoclosure of {AMBROSE.9} in this case is equal to {AMBROSE.9, LOUIS.11, ELIAS.17}.

Using visualization facilities of the library, we show that the user can move the elements in his own way, as well as sets while retaining the coherence of visualization.

For the second sample data, there is only one type of binary relation. However, even if there are many more elements (105) and connections (441), it is a small network, nevertheless sufficient for the demonstration. In this case, we use one of the provided algorithm of the library to isolate the group which is locally most connected. This group of books are client links to discover all the other books, and moreover, the group is the most popular books. Once identified, it has become clear that the group consists of 38 books and has a degree of 164, contains a large number of books dealing which is a hot topic of discussion in the time period the experiment was conducted.

Concerning visualization, if display becomes fuzzy even after we have extracted compo-
lements out of other elements (Fig. 3), simply hide the relationship to clarify the display.

Figure 3: Search for the books group which is the most popular.

6 Conclusion

PretopoLib is a library of efficient data types and algorithms. At present, its strength relies on pretopological algorithms and the data structures related to them, which continue to evolve. This is the first project which aim for the goals described in the introduction. The advantages of PretopoLib are indeed:

- a clear separation between notions and visualization
- a straight forward implementation of the specification of the algorithms
- the inclusion of many data structures and algorithms
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